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Ka-chow!

The Judges' Pen, which was still wielding a streak of shadows, broke with a loud
bang, and without any pause, the sword's aura went straight for Qin Cheng's head!

The moment the Judges' Pen shattered, Qin Cheng was completely awakened
from his dream, this bastard had been teasing him!

Qin Cheng shouted out loud and threw out his Book of Life and Death to resist,
while his body quickly shrunk and solidified, his aura began to increase steeply, he wanted to

take this sword hard!

But the current Lin Hao was an existence that would give even the early eighth
rank a headache, he was only a seventh rank peak doppelganger, at best a late seventh rank
Illusionary Spirit Master!

It was no match for a single blow!

The Book of Life and Death shattered, spilling papers from the sky.



Uh ......

Qin Cheng suddenly froze in place and did not move.

The remaining Judges were anxious: "Qin Cheng, run, why aren't you
moving ......"

Before they could finish shouting, they saw to their horror that Qin Cheng's corpse
was already separated.

Dead, Qin Cheng had died just like that?

At this moment, the remaining ten Judges were all dumbfounded, although Qin
Cheng's brain was not good, but his battle power was here, green belt Judges, seventh grade peak
illusion spirit master ah.

He was destroyed by a late sixth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master with a single

sword?

Even though he wasn't the original, his body was a bit watery, but even if he was
watery, he wouldn't be able to take a sixth level late stage illusionist.



This time they finally realized that something was wrong, and at the same time

cursed those two bastards who ran away, these two must have seen the end and yet they didn't
even inform them to run away first in advance.

But that's right, since Lin Hao had the ability to easily exterminate them, would
Lin Hao allow them all to run away if they wanted to? Not at all!

Green Belt Magistrate Qin Cheng fell, killed in one second with a sword, and Lin

Hao didn't even bother to hold the sword, it was entirely the sword itself that killed Qin Cheng.

"It's a divine pattern! Damn it, it's the same core divine pattern from the Xuan

Yuan sword, this steals blind." One of the Judges who was still insightful finally noticed the

divine pattern on the Heavenly Sin Sword.

Unfortunately, it was too late!

"Dad, Auntie Ling Yun has prepared dinner and is calling you back for dinner na."
Lin Ruoshi came through the air and landed next to Lin Hao with a smile on her face.

Lin Hao froze for a moment, "So soon? She can't just heat up the rest of what I
made this morning and be done with it, can she?"

After all, Lin Hao hadn't been around long enough to ink it.



Lin Ruoshi spread her hands helplessly, "There was quite a lot left over, Auntie
Ling Yun said it couldn't be wasted, and said it was a bad habit to waste."

Lin Hao was helpless, there was nothing wrong with saying that, but the
underlying reason was that he wanted to be lazy, right?

"Alright then, let's settle this and go back for dinner." Lin Hao reached out and

gripped the Heavenly Sin Sword.

Those Judges had desperate faces, while some were so terrified that they directly
knelt down to Lin Hao: "Spare us, spare us, we were also driven to do so, we are willing to serve
you, we swear by our dao heart!"

Swish!

Lin Hao drew his sword in a flash, the half-moon shaped sword light swept across,
the ten low level Judges had no ability to resist at all, they flew into ashes and then dissipated into

a sky of Yin Qi, but as they dissipated they still cursed with resentment and fury, "Lin Hao, you
shall not die well!"

"The King of the Earth will not spare you? You will not be spared? The

Underworld will definitely not spare you either!"



After these people died, those dead souls they had imprisoned and enslaved also

regained their freedom, but were muddled and unaware of what to do; they could not go down to
the Underworld, their Yang life had not yet expired, yet they were indeed dead.

Lin Hao shook his head helplessly and forcibly tore open the pathway to the
Underworld, allowing their souls to return to the Underworld. They were already dead, and
whether they died passively or by suicide, they could not change the fact that they were already

dead, and Lin Hao had no ability to reverse life and death.

He could only open a path to the underworld for them to report to the Nai He
Bridge, and in the meantime, he could give Meng a little more performance, and return the favour
to Meng.

"Return your souls to the underworld and don't linger on earth any longer, or you
won't be able to blame anyone else for your extinction." Lin Hao shouted sternly.

Those muddled souls had a huge shock and their consciousness cleared up a little,
and because of Lin Hao's majesty, they all entered the passage and headed for the Nai He Bridge.
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Lin Hao back encountered this situation, all do so, originally Meng will be grateful to himself, the
results did not think? Isham served to dye er pick up the zero? By the time Meng saw herself

again, she almost didn't beat herself up violently.

"You son of a bitch, deliberately adding to my workload, right? The souls of the

dead who have been enslaved by those bastards are not complete souls anymore, they died in the



wrong way, they cannot be reincarnated, and they are not conscious, so it is useless to leave them
behind, they will only become wandering souls and slowly die."

"I can't send them away, but I'll have to beat you to death, you son of a bitch!"

Of course, all this was an afterthought, and anyway, Lin Hao didn't know about it

now, and thought he had done a great job.

But at the same time, it also showed that those bastards in the Underworld were

really something else.

"Dad, they've all surrendered and returned to the fold, isn't it good for us to take

them in as little brothers?" Lin Ruoshi was quite curious, the other side was already going to

submit, why did they still kill them?

"These are only their doppelgangers, the main body is still controlled by the

Hades, placing them around will not only not help us, but will let the Hades know all our

movements, besides, won't the Hades take measures to exterminate them if they know of their

betrayal? There's no need to stay and cause trouble for ourselves."

These people seemed to have surrendered and submitted, but in reality what kind
of thoughts they had, how could Lin Hao not see it,.

Lin Hao took Lin Ruoshi's hand, "Let's go, let's go back and eat."



"Let's go, let's go eat." When it came to food, Lin Ruoshi was happy, her big eyes
fluttering as if she could speak, her eyebrows smiling with joy.

Somewhere in the slum area of Wuge City.

Qin Bingyu was frowning: "What's the situation now? Why has there been no

movement for so long, are those Judges all trash?"

Now Qin Bingyu was having a headache as he had to guard against Lin Hao's
sneak attack in addition to that old loach messing things up.

The key was that after those two western clerics were pitted once by themselves,
they froze up and did nothing, acting like you should fight as you please and leave me alone,
which also made Qin Bingyu furious.

There were obviously so many strong people to borrow, yet none of them fell for

it.

"Something's wrong." The incomparably ugly Soul Devouring Beast shook its

head helplessly, and its face was also full of helplessness, "Those Judges but whenever they
reached the early eighth realm level, they all let the mysterious people stop them, and there are

quite a few of these mysterious people, the worst of them are also in the late seventh realm, with
fierce strength, but at the moment we don't know who the other party actually belongs to, but this
matter is definitely inseparable from the Qin Huai Jin Lou. "



"As for the Flower City side ...... just over ten wastes went to provoke Lin Hao,
two found out that the situation was wrong and ran away early, the remaining eleven were teased
and killed by Lin Hao with a single sword."

Qin Bingyu's eyelids jumped wildly as she said in disbelief, "Such a watered
down one? Or was Lin Hao too strong for eleven seventh realm Judges to be exterminated just

like that?"

"The ones they smuggled to earth were all doppelgangers, indeed they are

somewhat watered down, and indeed one can't deny that Lin Hao has indeed become stronger,
I'm afraid he already has the ability to fight a deity, last time Annya ran away, although both
sides couldn't tell if they won or lost, Annya must have suffered a considerable loss, otherwise it
wouldn't have been like that." With this Soul Devouring Beast around, it was simply more

powerful than even Skynet, he was able to know everything that happened within the entire Teg,
that was how powerful it was.

Qin Bingyu rubbed his temples with a headache, there really wasn't a single piece
of good news.

"What's the status of that old bastard now?" Qin Bingyu asked in a deep voice.

"Which old bastard?" The Soul Devouring Beast's original daddy obviously froze
for a moment, not reacting to who Qin Bingyu was talking about.

Qin Bingyu: (crap. *) It's that old loach!



"He ah ...... that is definitely a big bastard, the old cunning, he is not doing
anything to catch my hundred and eighty bodily minions, nestled in a place to live, a day on time
and on time to kill one of my minions, no more and no less, occasionally come out to wander

around, or shouted I'm going to kill you', and then he'd go back after yelling." As soon as he
heard Qin Bingyu ask about that old thing, the Soul Devouring Beast gave a laugh, he had been

watching him every day today, but he had never seen such a perfunctory jerk, it was simply the
ultimate rendition of the word jerk.
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Qin Bingyu also laughed in anger after hearing this, "This old bastard is really good at playing,
he's simply mixed up to a new height, all right, don't bother with him, if he kills all of them, send
him some minions over, don't let him cause me trouble, I don't want him to provoke me now,
I'm too lazy to provoke him, when you become a great success, be the first to kill him first!"

Ao Feng's side, drinking wine and singing songs, crossing his legs and watching
TV, that little life can't be described how leisurely, when unhappy, just catch a little monster over
to kill, he also don't go to provoke Qin Bingyu.

He knows very well that Qin Bingyu now wants to kill him, but in the short term,
the other party simply can not spare hands to deal with him, and he does not bother to provoke

anyone, to become the biggest jerk in the convergence of forces here, he is to mix all the way to
the end.

Suddenly, Ao Feng sensed a lot of Yin Qi converging on the doorway, Ao Feng's
face changed slightly, what happened? I was just thinking that the other party could not possibly

deal with him at this time, and then they came to my door?



However, Ao Feng did not panic at all and opened the door, only to see a group of
Soul Devouring Beasts standing outside the door, the realm is not high, first to second class Soul

Devouring Beasts, these Soul Devouring Beasts also ignored Ao Feng, and directly arranged

neatly in the corridor and sat down.

Ao Feng was dumbfounded: "Crap? Earth er dye west Shan er dye earth? The

trough? This thing has a home delivery service? Meow, your boss is even more flirty than me
when he operates it!"

This was obviously a signal released by Qin Bingyu, telling him to calm down

and not to mess with her, and she wouldn't cause trouble for Ao Feng.

"Get lost, don't get in the way here, I'll shout at you when I have to kill you." Ao
Feng shouted angrily, and after those Soul Devouring Beasts looked at each other, they all
retreated with a clatter, froze without staying here.

Seeing this, Ao Feng became even more worried.

He knew how small-minded that vicious woman really was, but the other party
held back, obviously holding back a big move, and Ao Feng wasn't stupid, if that Soul
Devouring Beast succeeded, I'm afraid the first one to be killed wasn't Lin Hao, but him.

"What a vicious woman, then let us and listen and see, who can play who in the
end." Ao Feng coldly smiled as he closed the door and completely emptied all the Yin Qi around

the house, he knew best what kind of tactics the other side had, and must not let Qin Bingyu spy

on them.



Ao Feng slowly closed his eyes and began to contact his dharma body in the
Dragon Palace, "Release that son of a bitch Ao Dog, it's time for him to come in handy!"
"Understood, I will immediately send him forward to help you, you should be careful with

everything." The giant dragon far away in the East Sea Dragon Palace said to the air.

It was as if he was talking to himself, it was just contacting his Dharma body
across a thousand miles.

"Pass on my order to have Ao Dog come and see me."

The giant dragon's voice resounded throughout the Dragon Palace.

Ao Inu naturally heard it, frowning and cursing, "What is Father mad about

again?"

Soon, Ao Dog was brought before the dragon with a reluctant look on his face,
"Father, how long are you going to keep me here? You must stop now, how can you go on like this?
Do you really want to keep on making mistakes?"

"We should obey the will of Heaven, not act against it. Our whole dragon clan will
suffer because of it." Ao Dog was still trying to talk nicely to get Ao Feng to change his mind.



To be honest, I'm afraid that in the entire Dragon Clan, Ao Dog was the only one
who saw things most thoroughly.

Going against the heavens like this would not do anyone any good, so why bother.

Ao Feng said in a sullen voice, "Father, after thinking about it these days,
absolutely what my son said is not without reason, indeed, ah, although our existence like this is
originally against the heavens, but if we completely disobey the heavenly way, we will indeed not
end up well."

"Father, have you thought it through?" Ao Dog's eyes lit up, "No way, it can't be
true, is his father really thinking clearly?

If he had thought clearly, then he would be relieved not to worry about the whole

dragon clan having to pay for his father's wrongdoings.
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"Well, now my father's dharma body, has formed a preliminary strategic cooperation with Lin

Hao, they have gone to deal with this matter, my father's dharma body will also give full
assistance, you and leave, go to help Lin Hao, but because of some things before my father, and
Lin Hao misunderstanding, before going forward, first do a cast, you should understand what I

mean. " After saying that Ao Feng closed those huge dragon eyes and said no more.

"Yes, my child understands."



Ao Dog was extremely excited and turned into a stream of light and sped away,
out of the East Sea, a? dyed service closed intention closed love closed love er? head towards

Tege to quickly rush past!

Ao Feng, who was far away in Taig, was frowning, and he knew everything that

happened in the Dragon Palace in the East Sea.

Only for Ao Dog, Ao Feng was greatly disappointed: "Hard to become a great

weapon, hard to become a great weapon, ah, since it is useless and hard to cultivate, let him bring

out the last benefit, my hint is obvious enough, I hope he will not be such a waste that he does not
even understand this hint."

Ao Feng was already using Ao Dog, for the purpose, even his own son, the reason
why he deliberately mentioned Ao Dog to throw his name in the ring was to use Ao Dog's hand to
finish off that Qin Bingyu.

The reason why he deliberately mentioned Ao Dog to throw in the towel was to
use Ao Dog's hand to finish off that Qin Bingyu. And by placing Ao Dog by Lin Hao's side, he
could also keep track of Lin Hao's movements.

That demon from the East Sea Dragon Palace had come out of the mountains and

was speeding towards Taig.

However, Lin Hao knew nothing about this. During these days, Lin Hao was
running around in the territory of Tege, this time Lin Hao made a special effort to alert the White

Lady or go somewhere to talk to her, after all, when this woman was in a rage, ordinary people
could not really carry it.



The other side could not defend any other place except the Flower City, and
played guerrilla with them.

Lin Hao had just solved the problem of one city and rescued it when another city
was attacked. The Yin Qi was indeed absorbed into the sky by the formation they had set up, but
it could not help the Soul Eaters.

When Lin Hao rescued this city, they attacked another city, and they were

extremely far away from each other, even with the cooperation of the Thirteen Hairpin, they still

suffered extremely heavy fractures.

Lin Hao had no choice but to stop the rescue plan, after all, it was fine if he didn't
save the people, saving them caused a backlash from the other side, and more people died

instead.

Lin Hao is also a bit angry, not you so shameless, so rogue ah, this tactic is really
fucking dirty, this can not play, withdraw!

Lin Hao and the others had no choice but to return to the Flower City first.

The Tigers were also relieved to hear that they wanted Lin Hao to stop saving them,
and that more people would die.



But this was not Lin Hao's fault, Lin Hao and the others were actually rescuing

people, so they had to blame those monsters for being too unethical, so they wanted to stop the

rescue for the time being, but they could not say anything at all, now Lin Hao took the initiative to

stop the rescue plan, they were relieved.

"General Lin, you have worked hard." Adika came with Chen Wu and a group of

them to greet Lin Hao and the others.

Lin Hao waved his hand speechlessly, "It's not hard work, it's just that it's a bit
helpful."

"No, no, it's not your problem General Lin, it's mainly because the enemy is too

cunning and shameless." Adika hurriedly explained, to be honest, he was more afraid that Lin Hao
and the others would just give up and quit, then this Tege would be considered finished.

They had also gotten the news that theWestern Church, the Hades, including these
monsters, were all fucking fixated on Tag.
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Is it because they once spoke ill of China and did something bad to China with theWest, is this all
retribution?

"This is not the way to go on, catch the thief first, this must be uncovered the

black hand behind the curtain to be able to solve the problem from the root, this matter of
investigation, it will be left to you guys to take charge." Lin Hao had been running around for the

past few days and was indeed tired enough to take Lin Ruoshi and the girls back to rest.



But Lin Hao also did not hold too much hope, he has basically understood over, as
long as there are soul-devouring beasts, or places where there is Yin Qi, once they are close, the
other party can immediately detect, they immediately know in advance to avoid him, just like the
rats in the sewers, you really can not catch them.

The key is that Ao Feng, that old bastard, is not doing anything either, he doesn't
know where the hell he is. It's fortunate that Lin Hao had hope for this guy from the beginning,
otherwise he would have been pissed off.

The other person who was also busy while Lin Hao was on the move was Ao Yu,
a demon from the East China Sea who had just come out of the mountains.

He had also been wandering around the territory of Taig for a long time, tracking
down city after city, and he always kept in mind his father's teachings that he had to get a name
before he went to see Lin Hao!

When Ao Dog arrived in Taig and found out that the biggest problem plaguing Lin
Hao here was these Soul Devouring Beasts, and that the person behind it was the Soul Devouring
Beasts themselves and Qin Bingyu who was behind it, and that his father was also on the trail, he
had to work even harder to find and kill this Qin Bingyu!

He knew that this was the best thing for him to do, his passive skill was demonic,
even the Yin Qi and those Soul Devouring Beasts automatically ignored his presence, they
couldn't detect him at all, as long as he caught Qin Bingyu, he would be able to finish him off

silently!



On this day, Lin Hao had just returned to Flower City from another city exhausted,
and this Ao Dog had also arrived at Wu Ge City, which seemed to have nothing unusual, the
situation did not seem to be much different from other cities, so Ao Dog was searching in a carpet
style, naturally he could not let go of this Wu Ge City, and began to search in a carpet style in Wu

Ge City.

The moment Ao Dog arrived at Wuge City, the Soul Eater could not help but

frown, he instinctively sensed a sense of crisis, but could not say exactly, a very strange feeling.

Not only did the Soul Eater sense it, but even Qin Bingyu felt it in her heart,
although everything was going according to his plan, and now those Judges were still trying to

find a way to enter the territory of Tege, and she was also trying to consume Lin Hao in every way
possible, so that they would be exhausted and deal a fatal blow to them at the critical moment.

It was only right that the other side hadn't found him.

But Qin Bingyu just felt distracted, her eyelids kept fluttering wildly, and she

didn't know what would happen next.

"Little Soul, if anything really happens to me, you must avenge me know."

Qin Bingyu, who felt extremely out of place, stroked the Soul Devouring Beast's
head and said, this was a critical moment, and she thought she hadn't revealed her horse and that
Lin Hao hadn't discovered him yet, but if she had acted rashly simply because she was distracted,
this would instead make it easy for Lin Hao and the others to notice.



Now that the entire Tege's illusionists were mobilised, the other party was already
trying to target her, trying to catch the thief first, all the more reason why she couldn't mess
herself up now.

"No, Xiaoyu, you must rest assured that you will be fine! Even if you die, it will
be me who dies I won't allow anyone to hurt you!" The Soul Devouring Beast said with deep

emotion, his gaze firm and his ugly face surprisingly full of love for Qin Bingyu.

Qin Bingyu gently hugged the Soul Devouring Beast's head, "It should just be an

illusion, it will be fine, don't worry too much about it, but you must remember my words."

"I will, I will never let anything happen to you!"

But just as the one man and the beast were in sympathy? Yi Wu Yi Lu Pai Yi Yi

closed? When a figure sped past outside their house, it was Ao Dog who was searching for them.
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However, Ao Dog did not notice that the target he was searching for all over the world actually

just happened to pass by him without being noticed by him.

But the moment Ao Dog passed by them, the uneasiness in Qin Bingyu and the

Soul Devouring Beast's hearts became even more intense, as if it had frozen like substance all of

a sudden, causing them to panic completely.



"No, we can't continue to stay here." Qin Bingyu felt that intense feeling of panic
and palpitations that was already too much for her to bear.

Something was definitely going to happen, if she continued like this her mental

defences wouldn't be able to carry the load.

But it was impossible to leave Wuge City, which was the best big city she had

chosen, and there were a total of eight cities in Tege that reached a population of five million or

more.

The city of Wuge is on the fringe of these eight cities, and also belongs to the

lower level of population among these eight cities.

This was the reason why Lin Hao had also conducted several carpet raids against
the big cities, but had failed to find her.

She could not leave the city, the millions of people would be the key at the critical
moment.

But she couldn't stay here, for a change!

Soon, Qin Bingyu led her men and quickly moved from the slums on the east side

of Wuge City, directly to the slums on the west side. The reason why she chose the slums was that

there were all kinds of people here, and there were not a few Chinese people, so her appearance



would not attract anyone's attention, plus she always wore a hat and mask, and then a big

sunglasses, and wore a man's pair, and her hair was coiled up in a hat.

Plus Qin Bingyu has a flying field at a young age, it is difficult for the average
person to look at her and even tell if she is a man or a woman, after all, people here come and go

in a hurry, no one will have the heart to pay too much attention to others.

The two left swiftly, Ao Dog was still searching the eastern slum in a constant

carpet search, he found that the Yin Qi in this area seemed to be more dense than the rest.

Although no trace of Qin Bingyu was found, Ao Dog instinctively felt that the

other party might be here, so Ao Dog searched the eastern city extra seriously, unaware that the
other party had already slipped away and gone to the western side, which he had already

searched.

After searching for half a day, Ao Dog found nothing, and Ao Dog also found

something wrong: "Strange, why is the Yin Qi here gradually becoming less and less? It can't be,
could it be that my talent can't even prevent it from being detected by them?"

Ao Dog was a little annoyed, he had been searching for many days and still had

no clue, he sort of understood what was causing Lin Hao's headache.

He was such a demonic existence and he had found nothing, let alone Lin Hao and
the others, there was no way to shield himself from the tracking of these soul-devouring beasts, it
could be said that the enemy was dark and I was clear, what the other side was doing was clear to
all.



Ao Dog took advantage of a face and rose up into the air, directly to the sky above
Wu Ge City, all the movements of the entire Wu Ge City were in his eyes, as if there was nothing
strange about it, huh?

"Hmm?"

There was a strange Yin Qi moving around in the slums to the west, but he had
already searched there and found nothing.

It was a good thing that Ao Dog didn't make such a cheap mistake and simply

ignored it, but decided to? What was the point of going there? The company's main goal is to
find out if it has missed anything.

As Ao Dog got closer, that extremely uneasy feeling in Qin Bingyu's heart
reappeared, which let Qin Bingyu know that something was wrong, definitely something was

wrong, and instinctively he had to get away from here.

"Go, go back to the east!" Qin Bingyu couldn't stand this torment, so he gritted his
teeth and decided to risk going back to the east again, Qin Bingyu couldn't figure out what was
going on, he obviously didn't notice anything unusual, but this extremely bad omen appeared,
what was the reason for it!

Qin Bingyu moved to leave the western side of Wuge City, but it was her move
that cost her life.



Ao Dog strolled through the slums and turned the corner directly, while Qin
Bingyu and the disguised Soul Devouring Beast, also happened to walk out of a corner right across
the street.
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The corner may not only foresee love, but also meet a ghost!

At this moment, Ao Dog didn't just turn a corner and meet a ghost, but actually let
him find Qin Bingyu!

Qin Bingyu and the Soul Devouring Beast froze in place at the same time, and so

did Ao Dog.

Although she could not see Ao Dog at all, she could feel the ominous premonition,
the great terror that was as solid as a substance, right in front of her where she was looking.

But it was clearly empty, yet she felt the fear of death descending upon her, daring
her not to move a muscle!

The Soul Devouring Beast also seemed to sense something, but it was not as
obvious as Qin Bingyu.



"What's going on? It's found me?" Ao Dog was also startled, the other party was
staring at him with a deadly stare, which made Ao Dog extremely uncomfortable, but no one
could discover his presence, except for his closest relatives.

Unless he took the initiative to show himself.

Qin Bingyu was well disguised, but the human disguised as a monster beside her
was too obvious, and the Yin Qi that Qin Bingyu was tainted with made it incredibly clear to Ao
Dog that that was the person he was looking for.

After careful observation he found that this person's figure was definitely a woman.
Ao Dog thought that even if this was not Qin Bingyu, it must have a close connection with Qin
Bingyu and must be captured so that he might be able to find Qin Bingyu!

Swish!

Ao Dog's body moved, he didn't care if the other party could really see him, and
approached with the speed of lightning.

"Little Spirit save me!" Qin Bingyu instinctively sensed that something was wrong
and shouted out fiercely.

Roar!



The Soul Devouring Beast roared in anger and transformed into its original body

to quickly block in front of Qin Bingyu.

Boom!

The Soul Devouring Beast quickly burst back a few steps, but had no idea what he
was fighting against, how could there be an existence in this world that was even more bizarre

than him?

"Master, run, this thing is so out of place, I can't even detect the other side, and it's
strength is at the early 7th rank realm!" The Soul Devouring Beast shouted, not being able to see
the enemy how could this be fought?

Now the Soul Devouring Beast's strength wasn't low, but against an enemy that

was even more bizarre than him, there was nothing he could do.

The key was that they definitely couldn't expose their tracks, otherwise they
would be even more unable to run away if they let Lin Hao come after them directly.

"Don't tangle with him, rendezvous with me quickly." Qin Bingyu was in a hurry,
not caring about this, she turned around and fled, she didn't dare to escape too blatantly through
the air, instead she scurried around within the slums, using the slums to cover her body trail, but
the downside was that the speed of running was just too slow.



"Roar!" The Soul Devouring Beast let out an angry roar and countless Soul

Devouring Beasts converged over frantically, the other side could not see at all, so they used these
minions to test out the other side's position.

Ao Dog also knows the other party's idea, directly skim? The actual fact is that

you can't get a lot of people to do this. The next soul-devouring beast, simply do not bother to

fight with him.

Because Ao dog did not reveal his body since the beginning, so the
soul-devouring beast is still trying, he does not know that Ao dog has run away!

The commotion here had also caught the attention of Wuge City's Illusionary
Spirit Masters, while the Thirteen Hairpin nearby had also heard the commotion and were quickly

running over, and also passed the news to the White Heroine.

This time, the Soul Devouring Beast riot was completely different from the Soul

Devouring Beasts that had stolen from other cities, and this place was very suspicious.

At the same time, Adika had also received a report from Wuge City. After all,
Adika had now given a deadly order that he must be notified of all news about the Soul Eaters,
regardless of how serious it was!

The news from Wuge City was even more accurate, a powerful Soul Eater had
appeared, the most powerful Soul Eater yet, and it seemed to be in a fierce battle with something
they couldn't see.



The White Heroine and Adika found Lin Hao at the same time.

"What's wrong? Is there a situation?" Lin Hao saw that they were both rushing to

get here, something must have happened, right?

"Yes, it's in the direction of Wuge City, this time the situation is very unusual, I'm
afraid that the thing we're looking for is in Wuge City." The White Lady spoke in a gruff voice.
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Adhikar froze for a moment, was it all this information? Adika hurriedly spoke, "Same, I've also
received a report frommy side of Wuge City that a powerful Soul Eater has shown up in the slums

and seems to be fighting against something void, this Soul Eater is different from all the other

Soul Eaters, so I think Wuge City is very problematic."

Lin Hao knew it must not be simple, perhaps they were very close to the truth: "Go,
set off immediately!"

Lin Ruoshi nodded gently and casually tore open the spatial rift, Lin Hao, Ling
Yun and the White Maiden followed closely behind, diving headlong into the void rift and

speeding towards Wuge City.

Adika felt that it was not safe and immediately ordered all the Illusionists inWuge
City to follow the orders and cooperate with Lin Hao at any time, while ordering the surrounding
cities' Illusionist forces to rush towards Wuge City!



If the person behind the curtain could really be eliminated this time, then this
matter should be able to come to an end, right?

On Ao Dog's side, he was chasing after Qin Bingyu furiously.

Qin Bingyu's realm was far higher than his. He had finally broken through the

shackles of the peak of the sixth rank realm during the time he was in confinement and reached
the early seventh rank Illusion SpiritMaster, but Qin Bingyu was even more fierce, having already
reached the realm of the late seventh rank Illusion Spirit Master.

The two of them were one? The two of them are in the same boat. The two of
them are chasing each other, Qin Bingyu can't see Ao Dog, but she can clearly feel that he is

always there.

The Soul Devouring Beast's original over there seemed to have sensed that

something was wrong and growled, "Xiao Yu be careful, I'll be right there."

Ao Dog was stunned, Xiao Yu? Qin Bingyu? That's quite a surprise!

"Shit! You stupid bastard!" Qin Bingyu cursed, the other party might not have

known her identity originally, with you howling this voice, wouldn't she be completely exposed?

Qin Bingyu couldn't care less, so she took to the air and sped off in one direction

to escape.



The Soul Devouring Beast also reacted and was chagrined, but he was really too
worried about Qin Bingyu's safety just now, and that's why he made a mistake in his haste.

Ao dog frowned, he can be sure that the other party absolutely can not see his

presence, but can sense his killing machine, since this ......

Ao Inu raised his eyebrows and already thought of a countermeasure. Ao Inu went
straight around and overtook in front of Qin Bingyu at the fastest speed.

The dragon originally rides the wind up, the speed is naturally not bad, under Ao
dog full burst, catch up with Qin Bingyu, moreover catch up to her front.

And Ao Dog chased after it all the time pulling away quite a large distance and
did not get close to the other side, thus making Qin Bingyu feel no crisis exist.

But Qin Bingyu did not dare to slow down in the slightest, she had to run, her
whereabouts were completely exposed by the Soul Devouring Beast's voice.

At the same time, she told the Soul Devouring Beast to run separately from her,
and once she had the chance, she would immediately hide and wait for her call.



But now the Soul Devouring Beast was also a bit dead in the head, always
unwilling to stay away from Qin Bingyu, with Qin Bingyu's safety at heart, so the other party fled,
but not far at all.

Seeing this scene, Qin Bingyu was about to explode with anger: "Why don't you
run!Why are you following me? Even if you help me attract some firepower, it's better than what
you're doing now, I'm begging you!"

Under Qin Bingyu's angry scolding, the Soul Devouring Beast suddenly realized
that it didn't run, and unleashed its full power, countless Soul Devouring Beast minions poured out,
while minions from other places even converged towards this place in all directions.

If anything happened to Qin Bingyu, he would make the entire population of Wuge

City bury Qin Bingyu with him!

The next moment Qin Bingyu sensed the aura that terrified her reappear and all of

a sudden ran ahead of her, her fleeing movements stalled violently, and immediately after, Ao
Dog's figure appeared ahead of her.

"Hey pretty girl, how are you, don't be angry, it's easy to grow wrinkles when

you're angry."

"Shit! It's you!" Qin Bingyu was so angry that she cursed angrily, she had sensed

something just now but couldn't remember it for the life of her, it wasn't until Ao Dog appeared
that it really dawned on her, the bastard was damn passive ah, making her unable to recall the
existence of this number one person no matter what.
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Until he appeared, all the memories of him came flooding back.

"Don't you seek death, Ao Dog! Do you think what your father told you was true?
He's using you, he's just using you, understand!" Qin Bingyu's lungs exploded with anger, she
didn't expect this Ao Feng to come true to her, sending such a number one person, exposing her
body completely, her plan was all ruined ah.

"Little Soul, whether you live or die! From now on, the East Sea Dragon Clan is
your number one enemy!" Qin Bingyu whistled angrily and gave the Soul Devouring Beast the

highest level of command, turning around and quickly running away in another direction.

The reason she fled was not because she was afraid of Ao Dog, let alone that she
couldn't defeat Ao Dog, but because she was afraid of those people who were coming in a steady
stream because of the commotion here, and if she delayed any longer, she would lose her life!

But what about Ao Dog's natural skills? He's got a deadly combo!

"Hey, look here, look who I have here?" Ao Dog bellowed.



Qin Bingyu didn't even want to turn back, but the conditioned reflex, the instinct
to turn back, made it too late for her to control, just one glance, just one look at Ao Dog, she was
completely wasted ......

The Ao dog she now sees is no longer Ao dog, but the person she has buried in her
heart and loved, and at the moment that person is blossoming with a dazzling light that attracts

her all the time.

Qin Bingyu turned around uncontrollably and slowly flew towards Ao Dog,
although there was still a consciousness that instinctively resisted, trying to repel the encroachment
of this power, but it was no use at all.

She still went over uncontrollably.

"Crap, who is that?"

"It's so dazzling, God, I don't care who it is, I love him!"

"Roll, don't rob me, I love him too, I love you ah handsome, don't fly so high,
easy to catch a cold, come down quickly, let big brother's broad embrace give you a slight

warmth!"

"Get lost, you dead man, get lost, this handsome man belongs to our sisters!
Sisters rush, let's go to the highest place, to be the closest to the handsome man!"



This was the end, the whole city exploded, even the Soul Eater fucking felt like
looking at this man what the hell was going on?

Click!

The rift aboveWuge City tore open, and Lin Ruoshi was the first to walk out of the
spatial rift, and the first thing she saw was Ao Dog in his highlight moment.

Lin Ruoshi's eyes instantly glowed, her admiration for this guy was simply to the
extreme, causing Lin Ruoshi's entire being to become so excited that her large eyes shone with a

pink glow, "Brother Ao Inu is so handsome and handsome, when Little Shi grows up she will
definitely marry Brother Ao Inu, no, right now Little Shi is going to be a child bride for Brother

Ao Inu, she can't let anyone else steal it away from her!"

Lin Hao had not yet come out from inside, his face turned green when he heard

Lin Ruoshi's words, and his memory of Ao Dog began to return, so he couldn't help but frown:
Bastard, you dare to hit my daughter's idea, you want to die! See if I don't cripple your third leg
later, I'll take your name!

"Lady White, don't look at him!" Lin Hao snapped awake, shit, that guy wouldn't
have used that move, would he? It can't be that unlucky, right?

Lin Hao suddenly thought of Ao Dog's second skill and hurriedly reminded the

White Mistress, but unfortunately he was still a step too slow.



"What a handsome man, I thought my heart had been sealed in dust for hundreds

of years, I would have stopped being attracted to men a long time ago, but I never thought that I
would still be moved, only such a man can be called a true man in the world." TheWhiteWarrior

looked at the man standing proudly in the void? The white woman looked at Ao Dog standing

proudly in the void? The empty Ao Dog was so magnificent and charming that theWhite Heroine

was infatuated with him.

Lin Hao secretly cursed, "And real man, real man my ass, you see how disgusting

you look after ten minutes later!"

"Get lost! Don't you dare slander my man god like that, or I'll kill you!?" The
White Heroine turned around sharply, her gaze sharp as a sword as she glared at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao laughed bitterly, he didn't dare to say anything, after all, now that the

White Heroine was affected by this bastard's deadly streak, it was useless for him to say anything,
and if he continued to say anything, with theWhite Heroine's character, he might really fight with
him.
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Immediately after Lin Hao also came out from the crack, rushed up to cover Lin Ruo Shi's eyes,
Lin Ruo Shi struggled fiercely: "No, I want to see Ao Dog handsome brother, Daddy you quickly
let go of me ......"

But just a few seconds of struggle, Lin Ruoshi recovered, immediately ashamed

Lin Ruoshi face red not buried in Lin Hao's arms, not even dare to raise his head, God, what have
you just said ah, too humiliating.



"Oooh, dad, it's not my fault, it's all this guy's fault, it's not my fault." Lin Ruoshi
cried, this guy's skills were really killing the pro.

It was too diabolical.

Lin Hao sighed helplessly, "I know."

"Wow, what a beautiful woman." Ao Dog naturally saw the White Woman beside

Lin Hao and was also amazed by her looks, but Ao Dog's focus was still on Lin Hao and waved
excitedly, "Lin Hao, Hao Hao, you're here so soon, quick here, look here, look what I caught for
you."

"Hao, you bastard! You fuck off, don't you fucking disgust me." Lin Hao cursed
angrily, but dead set on not looking up at each other, not daring to look ah, wait to look at Ao dog
a male, because of his skills influence, his own mind to Ao dog appear some strange thoughts,
that can be too disgusting ah.

"The first thing you need to do is to get rid of the problem. Ao Dog shouted as if

he was taking credit.

Qin Bingyu had been caught?



Lin Hao froze for a moment, similar to Qin Bingyu before, and instinctively

looked up.

"Fuck, it's over!"

By the time Lin Hao reacted it was already too late and cursed, but he was already
too deep in Ao Dog's terrifying 'charm' to pull himself out.

"This guy is really fucking handsome, is it because I've seen too many beautiful

women that I'm getting bored? Why is it that I can't help but have some strange thoughts when I
look at a handsome guy?" Lin Hao surprisingly said such amazing words.

"Yah, dad, you've been tricked too." Lin Ruoshi was terrified, she sent four, she
would never play with this perverted uncle again, if this guy made her dad become fond of men

but not her mum anymore, she would have to fight this bastard to the death.

Lin Ruoshi reached out her hand and covered Lin Hao's eyes with a deadly grip.
Lin Hao instinctively struggled, but his heart doted on Lin Ruoshi, surprisingly he didn't struggle
anymore, afraid of hurting Lin Ruoshi by struggling too fiercely.

A few seconds later, Lin Hao almost didn't throw up on the spot, damn it, what
kind of divine thoughts just popped into his head, too damn disgusting ah.

This bastard's active talent skill was truly invincible!



The good thing was that after he was unstuck, he would be fine as long as he

stopped looking at him.

"Damn you, hurry up and get rid of her for me I'll get lost ah, there will be strong
people from all walks of life arriving later, you want them to react and get you killed on the spot

don't you?" Lin Hao was so angry that he cursed, but he kept his head down, not daring to look
directly at the other party.

It was killing me.

Ao Dog was sweating, especially after sensing that White Lady's realm, Ao Dog
was scared enough too, that was a low-level deity!

If it were normal, with his handsome appearance, even if he didn't make the other
party feel good, he would never feel bad.

But in this situation, if a deity became infatuated with him, would he be able to

live when he reacted?

He knew exactly what he was capable of, and he had only ten, no, now less than

four minutes left in his highlight reel.



Fuzzy ground Aisan closed intentionally? This woman has a good relationship

with Lin Hao at first glance, and if he has to stay with Lin Hao in the future, he will have frequent
encounters with each other, and he will still be able to live?

The only lucky one was Ling Yun, after hearing Lin Hao's reminder, she was
backing out and beaten to death not to look at this guy, otherwise it would be bad if Lin Hao

misunderstood.

"Fine, then I'll take care of her, you take care of the rest." The terrified Ao Dog

attacked violently at Qin Bingyu's vitals while she was still affected by her own ability, killing her
with a single blow.
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